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Date Era Phrase Code

10/29/1936 Modern "Self appointed spirit committee" Pronoun

10/15/1942 Modern
"This might be a good time of the year to discuss with one's self the now all 
important question of how well one is going to do this year" Pronoun

10/26/1939 Modern "we become our real selves" Self-Understandi

9/26/1940 Modern
"It must have almost seemed that he was no longer a vital part of his own self - 
the self that really matters" Self-Denial

5/11/1943 Modern "a complete yielding of the self to God" Self-Denial
9/17/1936 Modern "as being necessary for adjusting one's self to the rigors of campus life" Pronoun

12/10/1936 Modern "Excusing one's self on the basis of the college standard" Pronoun
10/8/1936 Modern "The party holds these truths to be self-evident" Pronoun
5/14/1940 Modern "a critical understanding of self and of the social world" Self-Understandi

9/28/1939 Modern "a few worthwhile societies or organizations best suited to one's particular self" Pronoun
5/11/1939 Modern "our business conditions will right themselves gradually" Pronoun
2/23/1939 Modern "Americans would have to become economically self sufficient" Self-Improvemen  

10/26/1939 Modern "the principle of respect for self, for others, and for property" Self-Improvemen  

9/14/1939 Modern
"a more engaging personality and social self, a keener spiritual self appreciative 
of the finer things in life" Self-Denial

10/10/1940 Modern "the team will take self conditioning drills" Pronoun
3/3/1938 Modern "help regain the old self confidence" Self-Improvemen  

3/13/1941 Modern
"our life's span are our time and energies devoted as exclusively to self 
improvement as these years we are now living" Self-Improvemen  

2/25/1937 Modern
"Ordinarily some people can exhibit a civil set of manners, but take them off 
their guard, and their true self comes to the fore" Self-Understandi

10/15/1936 Modern
"In such a voluntary organization, the answer to these questions is up to the 
girls themselves" Pronoun

11/20/1970 Post

"But other students might see Zen Buddhism as just as relevant because such 
study provides them with a better comprehension of the self and thus allows 
them to live with the self-assurance of their individuality despite the 
dehumanizing features of our mass culture" Self-Understandi
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3/12/1971 Post "Not taking it upon myself" Pronoun

3/16/1970 Post
"See the world as it is first, then consider changes. People move primarily for 
self interest" Self-Improvemen  

12/9/1966 Post
"The sense of personal honor is a feeling of respect for the self and others, and 
an understanding of purpose, Tightness, justice, and integrity" Self-Improvemen  

5/12/1972 Post
"Human existence, played out within society, is essentially a lonely experience - 
and it is the self with whom we live" Self-Alone

2/23/1968 Post "Found himself on the wrong end of a half nelson" Pronoun
11/1/1968 Post "usual spectacular self" Pronoun

10/22/1971 Post
"the individual who attempts to react against the hedonistic life he has been 
leading by denying the self" Self-Denial

10/25/1968 Post "The Bullets found themselves" Pronoun

3/17/1967 Post
"He could talk about enlightenment as the total cesstion of desire, as the 
realization of the Self" Self-Understandi

4/11/1969 Post "Self interest dictates which system a student would take" Self-Improvemen  

12/9/1966 Post

"The sexual act leads to a new and deepended understanding of oneself which is 
characterized by three features: it is an intuitive knowledge given in and with 
the sexual experience: it discloses what was thus far hidden from the individual, 
and its subject matter is one's Self seen in the mutual relationship in which it 
stands with the partner's Self" Self-Understandi

10/7/1966 Post "the new course itself" Pronoun
9/29/1972 Post "Of lying to one's self and lying to others, the self-lie is the greater sin" Self-Understandi

5/5/1972 Post

"This knowledge of identity or knowledge of self is the insurance policy 
necessary for survival in this racist insitution or any racist and oppressive 
society" Self-Understandi

4/1/1971 Post

"Finally, with such great emphasis placed on the powers of the self - self-
expression, selfsufficiency, etc. - the individual can easily become so introverted 
that he will never share that sense of otherness which the new consciousness 
prescribes" Self-Alone

1/10/1969 Post "They will gain iu the*selves" Pronoun
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3/7/1969 Post

"Marat, these cells of the inner self are worse than the deepest stone dungeon 
and as long as they are locked, all your revolution remains only a prison mutiny 
to be put down by fellow prisoners" Self-Understandi

3/2/1973 Post

"It is this duality - the supreme importance of the self and the frustration of 
loving something than self enough to want to help it - that makes Hair the most 
representitive work of the sixties" Self-Improvemen  

3/12/1971 Post
"Rather, what is important is the development and maturation, not only of the 
physical person, but the inner self" Self-Understandi

3/5/1971 Post
"there has been a search for self outside the traditional patterns if they do not 
come naturally" Self-Understandi

10/23/1970 Post

"Some glorify it with postive labels (self-awareness) and others, the realists, call 
it loneliness, or isolation. It adds up to the same thing: severing connections 
with others" Self-Alone

10/27/1967 Post "May "SELF CONTROL" be the motto in this period of adjustment" Self-Improvemen  
11/17/1972 Post "increasingly typical of the Nixon Administration are best kept to one's self" Pronoun
10/23/1970 Post "a serious self evaluation by the Senators themselves is a necessity." Self-Understandi

5/1/1970 Post
"In the end, Ginsberg stands for a mutation of the folk spirit, a manifestation of 
a confused America's need to understand her gnarled, paradoxical self" Self-understandin

10/17/1969 Post
"such an exploration involves risks to self esteem which the participants must be 
willing to accept and to assist one another in doing so" Self-Improvemen  

5/5/1967 Post

"And one can not but accept this, cannot escape this conclusion, if he believes in 
the ideal of individual self fulfillment, believes into paraphrase Coleridge - the 
individual's constituting himself objectively to himself" Self-Understandi

3/10/1972 Post
"Death's power proclaims to us that we are cut off from everyone and 
everything, including our own selves" Self-Alone

9/24/1971 Post
"One is lifted from self into service_, realizing that the greatest joy occurs when 
his talents are made available to his brother" Self-Denial

3/14/1969 Post

"If our college was able to sustain a widespread reputation in even one sport, a 
new feeling of self-respect would prevail among the students and foster a higher 
degree of school spirit" Self-Improvemen  
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10/31/1969 Post
"I marvel at and admire those who can transcend the trivia of life and the flames 
of self-interest" Self-Improvemen  
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